In this paper, new error bounds for the linear complementarity problem are obtained when the involved matrix is a weakly chained diagonally dominant B-matrix. The proposed error bounds are better than some existing results. The advantages of the results obtained are illustrated by numerical examples.
Introduction
A linear complementarity problem (LCP) is to find a vector x ∈ R n× such that 
and for each i / ∈ J(A) = {i ∈ N : |a ii | > r i (A)} = ∅, there is a sequence of nonzero elements of A of the form a ii  , a i  i  , . . . , a i r j with j ∈ J(A). 
n×n be a B-matrix with the form
where
and r
where β = min i∈N {β i } and 
Recently, when M is a weakly chained diagonally dominant (wcdd) B-matrix, Li et al.
[] gave a bound for max d∈ [,] 
with the form M = B + + C, where
This bound in () holds when M is a B-matrix since a B-matrix is a weakly chained diagonally dominant B-matrix [] . Now, some notation is given, which will be used in the sequel.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section , we present some new bounds
given to verify the corresponding results in Section .
Main results
In this section, some new upper bounds for
when M is a wcdd B-matrix. Firstly, several lemmas, which will be used later, are given.
be a wcdd B-matrix with the form M = B + + C, where
, 
where B 
By Lemma , we have
. By Lemma , we can easily get the following results: for each i, j, k ∈ N,
Furthermore, by Lemma , we have
By (), (), and (), we obtain
Therefore, the result in () holds from () and ().
Since a B-matrix is also a wcdd B-matrix, then by Theorem , we find the following result.
n×n be a B-matrix with the form M = B + + C, where
whereβ i is defined as in Theorem .
We next give a comparison of the bounds in () and () as follows. 
Proof Since B + is a wcdd matrix with positive diagonal elements, for any i ∈ N,
By (), for each i ∈ N,
The result in () follows by () and ().
Remark  (i) Theorem  shows that the bound in () is better than that in ().
(ii) When n is very large, one needs more computations to obtain these upper bounds by () than by ().
Numerical examples
In this section, we present numerical examples to illustrate the advantages of our derived results.
Example  Consider the family of B-matrices in []:
By (), we have
It is obvious that
By (), we get 
